Temper Hands

Tired of Cold Hands!
Tired of Sweaty Palms!
Tired of Careless Burns!

No more searching for the right pair of gloves!

Includes In Package
- 1 pair of temper hands
- 1 pair of temperature resistors
- Instruction manual
- App controller QR code

Introducing the latest technology!

Instantly change the temperature of your hands at the push of a button!
After receiving your temper hands there are just a few instructions before you get to live your life without the inconvenience of bare hands.

1. Download the app using the QR code in your package
2. Follow the steps to set up your profile
3. Take the temperature resistor gloves and place them on your hands
4. Place the temper gloves over each hand resistor
5. Sync the gloves with the app by pushing the logo on the right hand
6. Follow the remaining app instructions
7. After syncing, use the slider in the app to adjust the temperature as needed
8. Have fun with your temper gloves